
"Return to My Native Land" to be presented at UCSD

November 1, 1973

"Return to My Native Land," one of the foremost texts of the Black literary movement, will be presented as a
multimedia reading at 8:00 p.m. Thursday, November 8, at the University of California, San Diego.

The monolog, with slides and music from the West Indian island of Martinique, will feature Dr. Floyd Gaffney,
Associate Professor of Drama at UCSD. It will be presented in Room 2250 of the Humanities and Social Science
Building on the Muir Campus and is free and open to the public.

"Return to My Native Land" was written in 1939 by Aime Cesaire, a poet and playwright who is Mayor of
Fort de France, the capital city of Martinique, and deputy from the island to the French National Assembly. The
revolutionary work did not receive attention until 1945 when its beautiful imagery and courageous stance against
colonialism stirred the imagination of Black people in the Americas and Africa.

John Paul Sartre wrote in Black Orphias, "This poetry which first appeared racial is ultimately a song of
everyone of us and for everyone of us."

The program is based on materials used on the island of Martinique for public readings. It was brought to this
country by Michel Benamou, Professor of French Literature at UCSD, who adopted the French text and its English
translation by Emile Snyder to the multimedia concept.

Gaffney, a professional actor and an authority on Black dance, joined the faculty at UCSD in 1971. He received
his Ph.D. in Dramatic Theory and Criticism from the Carnegie Institute of Technology in Pittsburg. During the
summer of 1972, Gaffney toured Brazil as one of several performing artists and specialists from the United States
as the special guest of four U.S. Brazilian Binational Centers.
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